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Abstact: The main purpose of this study is to
design a new rulebased sli.ling mode controller for
general non-linear uncertain dynamical systems. This
design procedure has led us to a new controller stnrcture
that can be named PID plus QUASI-SLIDING MODE
TYPE of controller. The new designed algorithm is
tested on a plant with an application of a pulse
disurbance and the results are compared wittr the
classical PID controller on optimal basis under the same
performance index.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When the system is highly non-linear and exhibia

some uncertainties in its parameterc, the sliding mode
control (SMC) is claimed to result in zuperb systern
performance that includes insensitivity to parametsr
variations and complete rejection of dishrbance [4].
However, there exists a chaffering phenomenon in SMC
as a major obstacle for sliding mode to become one of
the most significant discoveries in modem confrol
theory.

On the other hand, various controller desigr
methodologies are presented in lit€rafire, PID
controllers are still most commonly rsed controller
structrre. The main reasons for its widely use in industry
are due to its simple control structure, ease of design
and inexpensive cost However, PlD-t)"e'contollers
cannot yield a good control performance if tbe plant to
be controlled is highfy non-linear and uncertain. There
exist some strdies on the design ofPID controllers for
non-linear plants [], [2], [3]. In all of these studies the
paramete$ of PID controllers are auto-trned using
various strategies.

In this study, a new algorithm is designed that can
be seen as PID plus QUASI-SLIDING MODE TYPE
of contoller. This new algorithm is then tested on a
highly non-linear plant; namely, ball and beam control
system with application of a pulse disortance and the
results are compared with the classical PID controller
on optimal bases under the same perfomrance index.

2. BASICPRINCIPLESOFTM METHOI)

The basic block diagram used for the proposed
desip methodologies is illustrated in Figure l.

Frgnrl. Basic blok dirgrmr fu 0c poped natod

In the method the rule-based sliding mode contoller
uses the enor function e defined as

e : r - y  ( l )

and the estimated values of the first-order and second

order derivatives of e ; narnely, e, e . Here, r is ttre
reference input and y is the output of the slatem. The
system error dynamics is taken to be as follow

e : f(e,e) - bu + p(r,r,r,d,d) e)

urhere f and p is a nonlinear mlcrown finrctions , u is
the system conhol inpu! d is disturbance input and b is
a positive real-valued unlcrown paranet€r.
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The sliding strrhc€ switching fimction is chos€n to
be in classical form for a second-order €rror dyrlamics
as follows

s = c e + e  ( 3 )

where -c is the slope of the sliding surfrce. If we
consider a candidate Lyapunov fuirction as

Y =ll2s2 (4)

then the stability condition in Lyapunov sense gives us
the following relation

s.; < o (5)

Forthis purpose, we canchoose s sucfrtlrat

s = -?u(s)-kg(e,e)sign(s) (6)

where k is apositive constang g(e,e)and s?'(s) are

positive frmctions that satisff the ge'lreral Lyqunov
fimction conditions. Using (2) and (3) in (6)' rve obtain

ce+ f(e,e) - bu + p = -7'(s) - kg(e,e)sign(s) (7)

Then, the conhol u is derived from (7)

u = u.q + k*8(e,e)sigt(s) + l,*(s) (8)

where u* is equivaleirt contol which holds fte

dynaurics on the sliding surftce s{, k* is a positive

constant, I*(s)is a relation or a function from the

swirching space to input spac€. Moreover, I.q (s)

repr€senb a memory-less non-linear feedback. Since the
equivalent control u.o depends on unloown quantities

f(e,e),p and b, frese should be estimated to

deternrine the equivdent contol drd also the total
contol. Estimation of these quantities is an indirect
method for the determination of equivalent oontrol.
However, direct estimation of equivale'nt conbol is also

possible. Using Ocq for fte estimated equivalent conFol,

then (8) can be reuritren as follows

u =0.q+Au (9)

Au = Au, + l.o(s) (lo)

where Au. is the switching term defined as

Au' = k*cl(e,e)sign(s) (l l)

Since on the sliding $rfac€ bottr the switching fiuction

Sand ib time derivativesatre zeno, we are only able to
directly estimate equivdent contol ortside the sliding
regime. From this point of view, we can simFly as$me
that the equivalent conhol is proportional to the
estirnatcd switching fi[rction thd can be considsred as

an integral ofrate ofthe swirching n o"tioos .

Considering equation (6), we can write for the
estimated equivaleirt control with a proportional

constant ku t 0

ff* = krS = k, J (i'(s) + g(e,e)sign(s))dr (r2)

In tfs sudy, ?'(s),1*(s)anag(e,e)have been

taken as

l(s) = y,s, ?u.o (s) = Y2s ,

g(e,e) = abs(e) + (l/c)abs(e) 1tl)

w l re re  f 1  >  0 ,  Tz )  0 ,  k ,  >0  andc>  0 .

Considering the equations (9) - (13), our new control
law can be opresed as follows

u = k-e+k,  Je.dt+k,  i+a- .g(e,e) .s igrr (s)  , .p r P ( 1 4 )

+di Ie(e,e).sigr (s)dt

urtereko,k,,kodo and dr are positive parameters to be

selectcd by the designer for the desired performance. It
is obvious ftat ftis contnol law is a classical PID pltts
slidingmode type PI conhol.

3. TIIENEWALGORITHM

It is desired that the output r€sponse ofthe contolled
system should be as fast as possible with minimum
overshoot while using minimun arnount of control
effort with minimum chattering phenomena The ideal
trajec'tory corrcsponding to this aim and a sliding

surface in {e, e} -space is shown in figure 2. Origin is a

stable node.
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DriftaFrt
ftom e.0

Figure 2 Ideal tairOry oI asbble aliding mode corhol cyshr in
{e de/dtl-spre wlff€ origin ic a etrHe node

The urow on thc Eajectory poinE in the dirpction
taken by the trajectory as time hcrcases. The hcdgd
lines with urows which are parallel to e oris illustate
the regions where error oonycrg€s to zeNo and diveqges
from zero, namely stabilrty md unsability regioos of

{e, e} -space.

Sliding surfacc s{ divides tre sability regions in
two parts; i.e. slow approach to e=0 regions and frst
approach to e{ regions.Either if the rystern is not
rcmoved auiay fiom ftst approach mode clever$ or not
prevented to €tr€r into it, then overshoob or
rmdershoob on tbe systcur r€sponss is rmavoidable. In
such cases, we have a contol rywm urhose real
trajectory with stable focus resembles to the shape in
figure 3.

In order to have a sufrciently frst responding sliding
mode contol syst€Nn with no overslroot we slrould set
up the contnol algori$m in such a \r€y rhnt the syste,rn
has a tajectory wifr a stable node which reseinbles to
dre shrye in figurc 4.

ln order to estimate the best suitable sliding mode
control that results in the trajectory with a stable node
as in figures 2 aund, 4, the lower and upper bounds of
the slopes of the trajectories which correspond the
rates of an admissibly smooth convergenoe to sliding
surface s{ should be det€rmined in all secton of

{e, e} -space.

Figure 3. Real baiectory ofa stable eliding mode conhol
ryshu in le,deldtkpae whooe origin is
a ctabl€ focus

Figuc a. Dcsircd @ccbry of r stable sliding rnode coffiol sy$ctr
in {c, dc/dt}*pe whmc origin is a strblc nodc
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The following steps give the basic principles of
the new algorithm desigred using the method
presented in the section 2.

l) h all sectors, necessary and sufEcient condition

for convergence to the slitling surface s:O is ss < 0

2) On the sector se > 0 (fast aPProach and drift-

apart regions), convergenoe to s{ requires that e

should have opposirc s@ of a ' ffri, requirement is
necessary but not sufficient for being convergent to s{.
SufEciency condition for convergence to s{) is that the
slope of the trajectory on the fast approach and drift
apart regions should be as follows:

-o< (Ae /Ae)= (e7" )< -c (15)

To prevent overshoots and undershoots on system
output response, this slope should be as large as
possible in magnitude. Therefore, in fast approach

(ss < 0 and se 2 0) and drift-apart (ss > 0 and

se>0) regions one sfrould assign two different

confioller prameters, namely d1 , d 2 . That is,

Au, = t.g1e,i1.sign1s) (16)

where  k=d ,  )0  f o r  ss>O and  se>0

k = d z  f o r  s s < 0  a n d  s e > 0 .

3) On the sector s e < 0 lslow approach to e=0
region), the rate ofconvergence to s{ has to be
limited so that an excessive anount of overshoot on
s{) should not occur. For this purpose the necessary
and sufficient condition is that upper bound ofthe
slope of the tajectory in the slow approach to e{)
region is to be kept less than the inverse ofthe slope of
the sliding surface. Then, the admissible convergence
condition to sliding surface in slow approach region
becomes

- c  < ( A d A e )  = ( e / e ) < 1 / c  ( 1 7 )

If the lower bound of this inequality is violated, then it

means that the condition ss > 0 exiss. In this
situation, sliding mode control sigral is applied to with

aga in . k=d r  >0
Ifthe upper bound ofthe inequality (17) is

violated, this means that the rate ofthe convergence to
s{ is too high. In this sihration, sliding mode control
signal has to be applied to with a negative
gaink = -da with dq > 0 to prevent an ovenshoot on

s=0. When the inequality holds tnre, 5liding mode
control signal should always be produced by a positive
gain k = dt

3. SIMULATIONREST]LTS

ln this section, we show the simulation results for
ball and beam system using controllers optirnally
designed by the new algorithm and classical PID
controller. Optimal controller parameters are searched
and used for both of these confroller structures. The
genetic optimisation search procedure is used for the
determination of the contoller parameters. The
performance index is chosen to be

P I=c lP .O .+c2 tp  +c3 t ,  +c4e . ,  ( lE )

where P.O perc€nt overshoo! to peak time, t" settling
time, eo steady-state error and cb c2, ca, ca are
weighing and scaling factors. This perforrnance index
is chosen so that it has a practical and physical
meaning to the designer. Moreover, the control signal
is limited a value which is equal to two times of the set
value

SYSTEM: The ball and beam system shown in
figrre 5 is taken into consideration.

The Lagrangian equation of motion for the ball is
given by the following equation

0= ( ( J /R2 )+m) i+mgs inc r -mr (a )2  (19 )

The equation, which relates the beam angle to the
angle of the gear can be approximated as follows

Figure 5. The Ball and Beam System

c t = ( d / L ) 0 (20)
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The constants and variabtes are defined as
The mass of the ball
The radius ofthe ball
The lever arm oftet

0.1 I kg
0.015m
0.03m

The gravitational acceleration 9.8m/s2
The length of the beam l.Om
The ball's moment of inertia 9.99.e-6 kgm2
The ball position coordinate
The beam angle coordinate
The servo gear angle

A controller will be designed so that the ball's
position can be manipulated. Figure 6,7 md 8 show the
respomes of classical PID- contnoller, of the new rule-
based quasi-sliding mode type ofcontroller and ofthe
PID plus mle-based quasi-sliding mode type of
contoller with optimum parameters due to a step input
of .25 m, and a pulse distubance of 0.25 m with
duration of 0.5 seconds at time F20sec, respectively.

Figure 6. PID- Controller Response for Ball and
Beam System

Figure 7. Quasi-Sliding Mode Type of Conholler
Response for Ball and Beam System.

Figure 8. PID plus Rule-Based Quasi-Sliding
Mode Type of Contoller Response for
Ball and Beam System.

It can be seen from the graphs that the new
. controller forces the system output to reach the

reference point withriut any overshoot in much lesser
time than the classical PID controller. Moreover,
disnrbance rejection and robustness of the new
controller is much beter Oran the classical pID
contoller

4. CONCLUSION

set(y,'Linewidth',3);ln this study, a new rule-based
control algorithm is presented. The algorithm is tested
on the special ball and beam system and the results are
compared with classical PID controller. The optimun
conholler parameters are searched for botr pID
controller and the new rule-based controller using a
genetic optimisation procedure to be fair in comparison.
It is seen from the rezults given in Section 3 that the new
algorithm provided much beuer resulB than the classical
PID controller based on the defined performance index.
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